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Abstract - In this study, the impact of mobile users among Warangal college students. The researcher found that there is a tremendous growth to spoiling the college student’s profession. The mobile phone is most popular form of electronic communication which brought the world closer. It provided great convenience is communicating among people by way of either calling or texting. The mobile phones are also used to overcome the feeling of loneliness. Spend more time connecting with online more than connecting with studies. Mobile phones are spoiling the college students in their learning environment and getting disturbed with chatting in the social media’s. The lack of subject knowledge and it spoils the student's job environment.

Index Terms - Tremendous, communication, texting, environment, loneliness & social media.

INTRODUCTION

In India, 2018 mobile phone users are increasing day by day and most of the college students are not concentrate with their studies, due to the usage of social media’s. Panics if cell phone is misplaced or service is unavailable. On the whole mobile use has been associated with dangerous as well as uncontrolled use. It will create a bad impact of mobile users among Warangal college students deviating in their studies and spoiling the student’s career.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Choudhary & Velaga, 2019 defined here as a mobile phone that performs many of the functions of a computer. In addition, a survey conducted in 2015 showed that 46 percent of Americans reported that they could not live without their smartphone (Smith, 2015). Similar numbers can be observed in other parts of the (Western) world (OECD, 2017). Simultaneously, the possible effects of smartphone use received increasing interest from scientists in different disciplines. As such, scholars have investigated associations between smartphone use and smartphone addiction and, for example, (a) driving performance (Choudhary & Velaga, 2019); (b) sleep quality and quantity (Demirci, Akgönül & Akpinar, 2015); (c) anxiety, loneliness, and depression (Boumosleh & Jaalouk, 2017); (d) satisfaction with life (Samaha & Hawi, 2016); and (e) social relationships (Chen & Peng, 2008).

Hawi & Samaha, 2016: SMARTPHONE USE AND ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE 6 attention during class and/or during study time (Junco & Cotten, 2012). Secondly, the desire not to miss out on what is happening online and to continuously interact with the rest of the world (nowadays labelled as ‘FOMO’, i.e., fear of missing out) may lead to a lack of focus necessary to achieve good study performance (Chen & Yan, 2016; Firat, 2013). Thirdly, but related, smartphone use during study-related activities may be the result of addiction behaviour and cyberslacking, which can be defined as the interference of personal (online) life during working or study activities. Finally, due to the lack of academic motivation, students can experience a sense of boredom for which smartphone applications provide a fast and tempting escape (Hawi & Samaha, 2016).

Joel Billieux 2012: Cellular phone use has been associated with harmful or potentially disturbing behaviors. Problematic use of the mobile phone is considered as an inability to regulate one’s use of the mobile phone, which eventually involves negative consequences in daily life (e.g., financial problems). The current article describes what can be considered dysfunctional use of the mobile phone and emphasizes its multi factorial nature. Validated assessment instruments to measure problematic use of the mobile phone are described. Finally, the assumption is made
that dysfunctional use of the mobile phone is part of a spectrum of cyber addictions that encompasses a variety of dysfunctional behaviors and implies involvement in specific online activities (e.g., video games, gambling, social networks, and illegal-related websites).

Adriana Bianchi & James G Phillips 2005: Mobile phone use is banned or illegal under certain circumstances and in some jurisdictions. Nevertheless, some people still use their mobile phones despite recognized safety concerns, legislation, and informal bans. Drawing potential predictors from the addiction literature, this study sought to predict usage and, specifically, problematic mobile phone use from extraversion, self-esteem, neuroticism, gender, and age. As extraverts are more likely to take risks, and young drivers feature prominently in automobile accidents, this study supports community concerns about mobile phone use, and identifies groups that should be targeted in any intervention campaigns.

Statement of the Problem
There are so many problems are occurring due to using the mobile phone in the college campus. College students are unable to concentrate their studies deviating while using the mobile phone. Considering the students future management should banned the using of mobile phone in the college campus.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

- To identify the impact of mobile phone users among the college students.
- To study the attitude of mobile phone users among the college students.
- Hypotheses
  - Ho: There is no significant difference in the impact of mobile phone users among the college students.
  - Ha: There is significant difference in the attitude of mobile phone users among the college students.

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

The present study helps to analysis the seriousness of college students by using the mobile phone. In this study we can identify the impact of mobile phone users among college students. It will be able to give why students using mobile phones in the college campus and also identify the lack of knowledge in their education. The scope of the study also covers the key factors of the impact of mobile phone users among college students Warangal.

Uses of mobile phones among students
Usage of mobile phones has increased among the student in the recent time. Rapid growth and competition among the mobile handset companies and mobile service provider companies have decreased the rate for mobile handsets as well as mobile services.

List of Social media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>Skype</th>
<th>Telegram</th>
<th>Kik/Kobo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>Viber</td>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>Skyrock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QQ</td>
<td>Sina Weibo</td>
<td>Taringa</td>
<td>Delicious</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We Chat</td>
<td>LINE</td>
<td>Foursquare</td>
<td>Snapfish</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qzone</td>
<td>Snapchat</td>
<td>Renren</td>
<td>ReverbNation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumblr</td>
<td>YY</td>
<td>Tagged</td>
<td>Friendster</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>VKontakte (VK)</td>
<td>Badoo</td>
<td>Care2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>VKontakte (VK)</td>
<td>Myspace</td>
<td>CafeMom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google+</td>
<td>Pinterest</td>
<td>StumbleUpon</td>
<td>Ravelry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baidu Tieba</td>
<td>LinkedIn</td>
<td>The Dots</td>
<td>Nextdoor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Causes of Mobile users among college students.

- Number of accidents has increased by using phone in the driving.
- It will damage the relationships to the people around you.
- In a longtime if you look at the phone screen eyesight problem will occur.
- It will spoil the study environment.

Consequence of mobile addiction
What is the impact of mobile phones on young people’s social life? Teenagers are totally addicted to texting. Excess messaging can lead to Teen Tendonitis (TTT). It can cause pain in the hands, back and neck due to poor posture. It can also lead to impaired vision and even arthritis down the line.

Stress
Having a cell phone will tempt your teen to spend all day talking or texting, instead of doing anything productive. Studies have proven that teens who spend too much of their time with their cell phones are more prone to stress and fatigue. It can also lead to psychological disorders in some cases.
**Negative Impact of Mobile Phone on Adolescents**

Orissa government

The mobile phones are found to be a disturbing element in college campus. Therefore, we have banned it in the campus,” said higher education minister Samir Dey, adding that the order would be implemented in both government and nongovernment colleges across the state. In the first instance of its kind in the country, Gujarat Government has banned use of mobile phones in schools and colleges, saying it was affecting educational activities in the institutes. A resolution to this effect was passed by the state education department on Saturday 2008. Teenagers who excessively use their cell phone are more prone to disrupted sleep, restlessness, stress. They showed that cell phone usage is so strongly integrated into young people’s behaviour that symptoms of behavioral addiction, such as cell phone usage interrupting their day-to-day activities.

Merits and Demerits of Mobile Phone Users in the College

Mobile phones are really necessary and useful. But the college authorities have banned them in the colleges. Since they are a distraction to the student’s study. Most of the students use their mobile even during class hours to forward SMS or keep chatting in their phones. The parents gave mobiles to the children to take care when they are out of their approach. But it became harmful to the institutes to maintain their peaceful environment. So, the college administration had to ban mobiles in the campus.

The aim of students to come to the college is to study and gain the required knowledge. But such things need a lot of concentration, to which a mobile can break easily. That is why it is the basic need of a student to stop bringing mobile phones to the college campus, which can be concluded that mobile phones should be banned in college campus.

Use of mobile phones must be strictly banned for students during class hours. They may be allowed to bring in college, but they must be deposited in a counter in Office in switch off condition, before college time starts in safe custody, and must be handed over back to him/her before leaving the college Campus. There is no need to ban mobile phones in college campus but there should be some restrictions to its use in the campus like it should not be used in the class hours.

**CONCLUSION**

Many of the college students were extremely depend on smart phones. The impacts of mobile phone users are highly increasing day by day. Now a day’s mobile is the symbol of status for young people.

College has to amend the rules for students not to bring the mobile phone inside the classroom or campus. Mobile phones are spoiling the college students learning environment and worried with chatting in the social media’s. In short, while the evidence suggests a problem of mobile phone addiction concept and the poor quality of the studies make it difficult to generalize the results. The lack of subject knowledge will spoil the student’s job environment.
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